
Robot3 Update  January 1, 2017 
  

Robot3 has a major upgrade with the “Jan. 1, 2017” version.   To update your older 

version of Robot3, use the 4-program installer in the HTR Subscriber Zone.  For more 

information read our Quick Guide to Software Installation at this link = 
  
http://htr2.com/km/pdf/HTR_INSTALLATION_GUIDE.pdf 
  

Here are the highlights and bullet points for the January 2017 update. 
  

 Nine new filters for use in Testing, Spot Plays and Research. 

 Learn New and other Test output updated with new filters. 

 Reformatted “Last 100” screen. 

 New sort options (toggle switch) for the Data Dump include Win% and ITM%. 

 Annual par and class updates used with all HTR programs. 

 Added a "Alert When Test Completes" checkbox. 

 

New Filters 

Robot3 is short on space for new filters in most modules.  One screen that did have plenty 

of extra filter space was the "Negatives" module.  It has been renamed:  "Negatives/New" 

to accommodate the newest filters including six that were added for the initial 2017 

update.  All filters in this Robot3 update were suggested by users - your input is greatly 

appreciated! 
 

The Jan/Feb 2017 newsletter will have test results on all the new filters.  Be sure to read 

it to for key stats and spot play ideas. 

 

Negatives / New Module 

 

Drop 50% (Claim or Purse value) 

Use this filter to identify horses that are dropping 50% or more with their previous race 

claim or purse value.   Example:  a horse competed in a claiming race for $20,000 in its 

last start and today's claiming level is $10,000.  Optional Claiming races are included 

based on the claim level specified in the conditions even if the horse was claim-proof.  

Droppers are easy for the public to identify and the odds are usually low.  But droppers 

have a definite impact on race outcomes and you may be able to use this filter to uncover 

combinations with proprietary HTR factors that elude the public. 

 

Rise 50% (Claim or Purse value) 

This one is the reverse of the "Drop" filter.   The horse will be competing at a claim price 

or purse value that is 50% higher than its previous start.  During the 1990s, I used this 

concept profitably with horses that had won their last outing.  The trainer is bold and 

confident to move a $10,000 claiming winner right into a $15,000+ level and the public 

tends to back off.  One problem with this filter is with Stakes races.  Most horses that 

have competed in allowance or minor stakes company will rise in purse considerably if it 

is a high value or Graded Stake race today.  You may want to remove "Graded Stakes" 

and "Non-Graded Stakes" from the test.  Those filters are located on the 'Special' module.  

http://htr2.com/km/pdf/HTR_INSTALLATION_GUIDE.pdf
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Restricted (Beaten) Claimers 

This filter restricts the test or spot-play to claiming races with conditional language such 

as "non-winners of two races lifetime".  The filter will work much faster if you also check 

the "Claiming" (only) option in the Race Filters module (un-check the three other general 

race types:  Msw, etc.).  These days, racing secretaries write highly convoluted conditions 

for races and this can confuse our ability to filter specific types of races effectively.  For 

example: "non winners of two races lifetime; winners of $5,000 exempted; 3yr 

exempted".   This allows some horses to skirt the conditions in an effort to attract a larger 

more competitive field, but it may bypass this filter.   As often happens with conditional 

filters, our members may notice terrible results and request:  "NO Beaten Claimers"!    

There is still some room on the Negatives screen and maybe we'll add some of those at 

the next update.    

 

Gain 2+ Lengths in Final Fraction (Fr3) 

Filter locates horses that made a move in the final fraction.  It is designed to find genuine 

gainers, not phony ones.  For example, a horse is 15 lengths back at 2nd call and finished 

12 lengths back at the wire.  That's not a significant move.  The filter is restricted to 

horses that were 2 to 8 lengths back at the 2nd call for a meaningful appraisal. 

 

Lost by 5+ Lengths Last Start  

This filter has a beaten-lengths (BL) limit of 19.9 lengths back at the finish.   The exact 

language is "Lost by 5.0 - 19.9 lengths at the finish in the last start".   There are two 

reasons for restricting the BL < 20: (1) we have a filter in Robot3 "Big Loser" that locates 

horses that lost their last start by 20 BL or more.  Often these are horses that are "eased",  

"pulled up", etc.   Results with BL 20+ losers are consistently bad so they are ignored 

here.  (2) the chart caller does not make much of a distinction to a loss after 20 BL and it 

is an estimate at the end. Jockeys are also not pushing a hopelessly beaten runner 

anyway.   I'm interested in using this filter with Fr1 and other early speed and velocity 

ratings as the PP line will look bad and the public will dismiss a horse with a poor speed 

figure even though it may have good interior velocity numbers.  

 

Best Speed Last 365d at today's D/S 

This filter locates the horse with the best Cramer Speed Figure (CSF) during the last 365-

days that was earned at today's specific distance and surface.   You can mirror this filter 

by using the HTR2 / XFIG program and two check-boxes:  "Match Exact Distance" and 

"Match Exact Surface". The XFIG screen (Jan 2017) now includes a toggle for 'CSF' and 

'FIG'.  They are the same thing in terms of computation and hierarchy except the CSF 

(Beyer style rating) has more separation and fewer ties.   The [PPS] screen displays the 

CSF on the far right of each running line.  Speed figure filters generally have 

disappointing ROI because the public great access to good numbers. But this filter may 

be more difficult to ascertain and could find something in tandem with other HTR factors 

for impact and ROI.   
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Connections Module 
 

Trainer T/D/S ++ 
 

Jockey T/D/S  ++ 
 

These two filters isolate Trainers and Jockeys with above-average 365-day stats at today's 

(exact) Track/Distance/Surface (T/D/S).  All of the following must be present in the 

Trainer stats for the filter to pick up the Trainer or Jockey T/D/S ++. 
 

1. 365d Starts > 10 

2. Win rate > 25% 

3. Win ROI > 0.90 

 
Range Filters Module 
 

rPos=1 / Gap 4+ 
 

Seeks out horses that are top-ranked (rPos=1) with the Pos-Scan Total AND the gap in 

score to the 2nd rank is at least 4 points.    
 

Example 1:  The top-ranked Pos-Scan play in a race (rPos=1) has a Pos-Total = 9.   The 

2nd ranked horse (rPos=2) in the same field has a Pos-Total of 4.   The "gap" between 

rPos=1 and rPos=2 is 5 points.  This horse qualifies with the new filter with a 5 point gap. 
 

Example 2:  The top-ranked Pos-Scan play has a Pos-Total = 7, while the 2nd rank's total 

is 5.  The gap in this case = 2.   No  match with this horse and it is ignored per the filter.    
 

To find a gap of 4 or more, the rPos=1 must have a Pos-Total of at least 4.   The majority 

will likely have a Pos-Total of 8 and up.    

 

Learn New and other Test Modules Revised 

The Learn New test printout has the stat lines for all the new filters discussed above.  

The new ones are located at the bottom of the report.  In addition, the Data Dump 

includes all the new items as does the Top 10 report.  The Pos-Scan Dump adds the new 

"gap" filter.   The Last 100 report now includes the AML and Program Number (Pn). 

 

Data Dump Options 

A small gray button is attached to the right of the [Data Dump] option button.  Click it to 

toggle the desired sort options before you run a 'Dump' test.  You can select "Win ROI" 

(default), Win%, ITM%, I.V. and Alphabetical displays.   

 

Alert when Test Completed 

This check-box is located at the very top right of the main Robot screen in yellow.   It is 

checked by default, but you can un-check it prior to a test if you don't need it.  When a 

test is finished, a "beep" will sound and a message box will appear.  The cursor is then 

taken to the printout.   This combination of events prevents an accidental rerun of the test 

as well as letting you know everything is finished and holds the screen in place. 

 

 


